Initiation of genetic instability and tumour formation: a review and hypothesis of a nongenotoxic mechanism.
Genetic instability in tumours results in cell-to-cell variability of genome which parallels the cell-to-cell variability of microscopic morphology and of behaviour (tumour cell heterogeneity) of these lesions. Genetic instability is therefore strongly supported as the fundamental process by which normal tissue cells become neoplastic. The commonest current suggestion for the mechanism of initiation of carcinogenesis is a 'direct hit' mutation of a 'cancer critical' gene in a somatic cell by carcinogenic agents. However, this mechanism does not account for the activity of carcinogens which are not mutagens, and does not explain why many mutagens are not carcinogens. This paper proposes a nonmutational (nongenotoxic) mechanism of initiation of genetic instability in previously normal cells as follows: 1) During S phase of local tissue stem cells, carcinogen binds to and disables the proofreading enzyme for a new DNA strand. 2) While it is disabled, the proofreading enzyme fails to correct illicit changes in the nucleotide sequence(s) for one or more genes for proofreading fidelity or repair of DNA in the new strand of DNA, which passes to one daughter cell. 3) When this daughter cell is a continuing stem cell, the resulting cell line remains immortal, and retains its prior differentiation commitment to produce daughter cells of a particular type. However, the acquired genetic instability in this cell line causes secondary mutations which lead to uncontrolled growth, and the heterogeneous morphologic and behavioural features of a tumour resembling the parent cell type.